Internal Regulation of Camping
All person that I know enroll Y access to the camping will be forced to achieve this regulation.

Shape part of this regulation all special arrangement from the campsite that I know expose publicly.

ACCESS CAMPING : Entry will only be accepted to those persons let them go provided of minimal team necessary Y
that go to practice the activity from camping. No I know will admit the entry to the minors from 18 years that no go
accompanied or with authorization from a person higher from age Y that I know make responsible of his conduct.

Upon arrival, the client will have to prove both their identity and that of their companions. They must be registered all
concepts subject to payment. Any variation will have to be communicated immediately to the reception. In case contrary
I know will have that pay the whole from the concepts presets.

RATES : The current rates are displayed on the website. Prices will be applied according to the number of nights spent.
The camping day ends at 12 noon. Departures after 12 noon will suppose a working day plus. The camping establishes
a price minimum for plot.

RESERVATIONS : The campsite accepts reservations for both pitches and bungalows. To make it effective, you must a
pay and sign of the 30% of total of the stay. The stay has from to be paid in his totality to the entrance.

The time of arrival and departure of the plot will be 12:00 p.m. , in the case of the Bungalows the arrival will be from
2:00 p.m. Y the exit to the 10:00 a.m.

VISITS : They must be registered at Reception, depositing an identification document that will be returned to the exit.
They must pay the current rate at the entrance. Visiting hours from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. The campsite has the right to
limit or ban visits when the Direction creates timely.

HOURS OF SILENCE (11:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.) AND REST (from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.): During the hours of rest,
campers turn down the volume of the appliances radio, TV, etc. and reduce vehicle use to the minimum. TO from 11:00
p.m. and until 08:00 a.m. the silence will be absolute and the circulation of any type of vehicle. We remind you that the
volume of all sound devices will be adequate so as not to disturb the other campers.

POOL: The pool will be open from 08:00 a.m. to 08:00 p.m. The conditions of admission are in the access door to the
enclosure. Children under 12 years of age will only be admitted in the company of an adult who guarantee any eventual
liability. Users of swimming pools, slides and facilities do so at their own responsibility. All types of T-shirts, pants longer
than the knees, burkinis and the like are prohibited. Too, will be forbidden the practice from topless

PITCHES: The Camping has places of 70m2 of surface. Our places are delimited and foreseen for embrace everything
the team, included the car, and without encroach the vial. For favor make sure before to settle down. It is strictly
forbidden to change places without having previously consulted the Reception. It is not allowed to installation of
windbreaks or shades. It is also not allowed to tie ropes to trees even when it comes to trees Adults. The personal of
vigilance will require the withdrawal from the facilities that contravene is rule.

BUNGALOWS: They have a furniture which is prohibited to move. Pets are not allowed. The part later from the
bungalows is enabled for to tend clothing, use it

VACANT SHOPS OR CARAVAN: Teams left unoccupied without the permission of the reception They will be
considered abandoned by their owner and removed by the Camping staff, who may have freely and will remain
exonerated from any responsibility for lost or deterioration later.

CIRCULATION OF VEHICLES : Only one vehicle per accommodation is allowed. The maximum speed allowed is 10
km/h With the end from no bother the break from the others campers I know pray no use the vehicle in the hours from

rest and its use is totally prohibited during the silence period (11 p.m. to 8 a.m.). Any camper who arrives later from
11:00 p.m. you must leave the car outside. Unnecessary use of motor vehicles is prohibited. inside of Camping.

BICYCLES AND SIMILAR VEHICLES: They must comply with the same regulations that apply to motor vehicles
(10km/h) with absolute prohibition of competitions. Its circulation will always have to be through the vials and it will
remain Prohibited after 9:00 p.m. All types of electric bicycles, scooters and the like are prohibited. The bicycles must be
parked in the installed devices and when these do not exist, care will be taken not to hinder the passage of the vials.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS IN PLOT: They are admitted with their card and as long as they are tied. They're not allowed on
the sport's zone, nor in the aquatic area. The animal will not be able remain only in the plot.

INSURANCE : The Management declines all responsibility eventual in case of theft, accident or damage to things or
people by third parties. Likewise, it is not responsible for damages caused by storms, fire, in case of force older... Each
camper must have third-party civil liability insurance. Valuables can to be deposited in the boxes from security installed
to the Reception.

FOUNTAINS, SINKS AND LAUNDRIES: The street fountains can be exclusively used for the comfortable obtaining of
drinking water and, in no case may they be used to wash clothes. In the back of the there are toilets laundries for to wash
the clothes to hand and sinks to scrub the plates.

HYDRAULICS: It is strictly forbidden to use the hydrants without the explicit permission of the Directorate. of the
Campsite. I only know may use in case from fire.

GARBAGE: They must be deposited in plastic bags and deposited in the places indicated on the map. Is left over
strictly forbidden let the rubbish in the plot. No I know they will pass to pick up

RESIDUAL WATER: The use of the corresponding container is mandatory and these must be emptied only and
exclusively in the toilet chemical located in the block from sanitary.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY: The official campsite electrician is the only person authorized to handle the boxes . Of
electricity. Each plot will be assigned a plug that supplies 6A. The doors of supply boxes they have from be forever
closed.

POSTERS: Is left over completely forbidden pin up posters in the furniture or trees of the camping.

WIFI The campsite has free Wi-Fi service near reception 1 hour a day. We have vouchers at reception for what you
have wifi in your plot or bungalow. In reception will be able purchase sayings bonds.

Many thanks for his collaboration

